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ABSTRACT
The isochronal and isothermal annealing of the room
temperature electrical resistance of vacuum-deppo sited a-Si thin
films was studied for different annealing temperatures up to 700°C.
The isochrona.l annealing curves above 1150°C can be divided into
two annealing stages. The isothermal annealin process in the
first stage can be interpreted as first order kinetics due to a
thermally activated i roces. The activation energy for the
process is found to be 1.8 eV and may be assigned to the energy
required for the release of SiO from the amorphous matrix and
subsequent diffusion through the open structure to the surface.
The second annealing stage is attributed to the recrystallization
of a-Si films. The recrystalllza.tion pproces is expected to obey
a nucleation and subset+ucnt crystal- growth mechanism By analy in
the annealins kinetics, it is shown that the activation eucrgiea for
the nuelation and crystol growth are 3.9cV and 3.7eV reapeetively.
The correlation between the high teriperacure deendenco of a-Si
and a-Ge film resit tance and the 'high temperature annealing of fact
was also studied. Both a-Si and a-Ge films showed similer behaviouz.
It was found that the activation energy for the intrinsic-like
conduct? on at aigh temiper-atures decreases with increasing annealing
temperatures in the respective first annealing st es of a- and
a-Ge. By assuming a release of Si0 and Geo from the respective
amorphous matrix, this finding can be exnla ed in terms of Leafier




An amorphous solid is characterized by its short range order.
The binding forces between atoms are very similar to those in the
crystal. So far, elemental a-Ge and a-Si ore the materials which
are mostly investigated as their measured results can be compared
with the well known properties of the crystalline state. In the
following, the results of some workers on amorphous semiconductors
( chiefly a-Ge and a~Si) are reviewed and discussed.
1.1 Structure of amorphous semiconductor
The majority of knowledge of the structure of amorphous Si
and Ge comes from X-ray and electron diffraction experiments. In
these experiments, the radial distribution function (RDF) f( r) dr
can be obtained from the measured angular dependence of the scattered
radiation by a Fourier inversion. This gives the average number of
pairs of atoms separated by a distance lying between r and r+dr.
The peaks in the R.D.F. indicate the radius of and the number of
atoms in a given coordination sphere by their position and area.
Fig. 1 shows a typical R.D.F. for a-Ge. The curve is seen to be
distributed about a parabola, which represents the R.D.F. of a
hypothetical amorphous solid of the same density but with matter
distributed uniformly in space. The first few coordinations are
vell defined but the width of the peaks indicates some spread in
interatomic distance, and the decreasing amplitude of the
oscillations about the parabola with r shows the lack of long-range
order. In the case of a-Ge, the first two coordination numbers are
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increased by about y%.
Densities of amorphous Ge and Si were also measured. The values
(2)
were 5 to y0% less than the crystalline densities. Moss and Graczyk
found from small angle scattering (SAG) experiments that the density
of as-deposited Si film was 10% to 15% less than that of crystalline
Si. Ignoring the actual low-angle data and extrapolating smoothly
the scattered electron intensity to small scattering angle, they
estimated a density essentially equal to the value of the crystalline
density. They then attributed the SAS to voids in the film. Arthur
(5)
Bienenstock estimated the size oi the voids from the smallest
angle of measurement to be in the range of 7 to 20A in diameter.
Voids of this size can account for an appreciable fraction of the
amorphous density deficit. Thus the density of void-free a-Si is
approximately equal to that of crystalline state. Moss and Graczyk
found a sharp decrease in small-angle scattering, corresponding to
an increase in the film density, as they annealed the films below
the crystallization temperature. Some voids would most probably be
annealed away, and thus the largest value of density is the best
guideline to the ideal density and is found to be quite close to
that of the crystalline state.
The voids that exist in a-Ge and a-Si films may lead to interior
dangling bonds, which can dominate the electrical properties of
amorphous materials just as vacancies or impurities can control the
transport properties of crystalline materials. Direct information
about dangling bonds in covalent amorphous materials is provided
by £SI experiments. Brodsky et'.al. 1 observed the resonance at
g-2.0055 in a-Si films prepared by vapour deposition, rf sputtering
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and ion implantation and found an impaired spin density of 2x10 cm
independent of film thickness. This independence implies that the
dangling bonds are distributed throughout the entire film. All this
is consistent with the model of a distribution of voids throughout
the as-deposited material. Brodsky et. al. also annealed their films
below the crystallization temperature, and found that although the
X-ray diffraction patterns of the films were indistinguishable, the
ESR signal strength sharply decreased with annealing temperature.
They attributed this to the vanishing of voids upon annealing.
Besides the above experimental results concerning the structure
of amorphous semiconductors, several models for the structure of
amorphous materials have been proposed. There are mainly three
approaches describing the amorphous structure:
(1) The amorphous solid is thought to consist of microcrystallites
of one of the real or potential polymorphs of the same element
or compound. This comes from the diffuse pattern in the
diffraction pattern and the fact that the nearest and the second
nearest neighbour distance and coordination number are respectively
equal in both the amorphous and crystalline state. From the width
of the diffraction pattern, the size of the crystallite is
estimated to be less than 20 a. Accurate electron-diffraction
. data from films of amorphous silicon have been obtained by Moss
(2,7)
Graczyk 1'. They decide that the experimentally determined
angular distribution of. scatte.red intensities cannot be reconciled
with a microcrvstailite model for amorphous silicon. In order to
achieve a better fit, mixtures of crystallites of more than one
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polymorph, of non-existing but plausible crystallites and even
of non-crystalline clusters have been used. Grigorovici and
co-workers proposed that a five-membered ring with only a
slightly deformed tetrahedral angle is possible„ These rings
can be built up to form isosahedral arrays in which 20
tetrahedron centres occupy the corners of a regular dodecahedron.
They called such structures amorphous. They proposed that 50%
diamond structure and 50% amorphous could account for most of
the properties of a-Ge. Similarly, for a-Si, a structural model
of 60% diamond and k0% amorphon-like units provides the best
fit to the experimental radial distribution curve( Coleman
( q)
and Thomas).
(2) The perturbed crystal approach is the second way of describing
the short range order of amorphous semiconductor. It is supposed
that a higher number of more or less conventional structural
defects are frozen into an ideal crystal. In particular, cue
attempt to describe a-Ge and a-Si as heavily distorted crystals
( 10)
was made by Seeger and Chik v'. Noting that the vast majority
of the tetrahedral bonds remain intact in a-Ge and a-Si, they
' attribute their lower density to a high number of strongly
relaxed mono- and divacancies, in most of which the lacking
atom or pair of atoms are however surrounded by 5 and 7 atoms
respectively. If this is indeed the case, the acceptors so
formed will be low-lying ones and will be filled with electrons,
not being therefore active. Only di- or multivacancies are
supposed to exist, as monovacancies are very mobile in Ge and
Si crystals, even below room temperature. The order of
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magnitude of the heat of crystallization of a-Ge of B.ypkcalmole
(11)
( Chen and Turnball') is said to be accounted for by this
model. Annealing and recrystallization processes might be due to
the elimination of multiple vacancies by migration.
(1 2)
(3) Polkf'' proposed a random-network model, in which all atoms
are surrounded by four covalent bonded atoms at the proper
interatomic separation and no dangling bonds and no bond angle
distortion greater than 20° exist. The density of amorphous
Ge estimated from his model was 37% of the crystal. This model
fits Moss and Graczyk's intensity data very well.
(13)
Many other models were also proposed. Breitling proposed
layered structures for amorphous Ge, based on distortions of the
(5)
diamond lattice. Brodsky et al- proposed the 'building block'
model which based on a random arrangement of 10 to 10A microstructures.
The lat ter could even be the amorphous of Grigorovici et al.
Moreover, each of the models described above should have its
own merits or short-comings. But it is rather difficult to discuss
Seeger and Ghik's model before more details are known. In the micro-
crystal and the non-crystalline cluster approach, it is difficult
to admit that about half the volume of an amorphous semiconductor
could be completely disordered without also admitting a high fraction
( 1)
of the covalent bonds being unsatisfied( Warren). However,
ESR experiments showed that only about one in thousand bonds are
broken in amorphous semiconductors, which contradicts this approach.
On the other hand, the modelling of amorphous semiconductors based
on Polk's continuous network approach yields essentially idealized,
chemically satisfied structure, but unsatisfied bonds introduced
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accidently during the formation of the amorphous phase might form the
analogue to point defects like vacancies and intentitials in a. crystal
lattice. Finally, the quantitative a g a© g m c n t betveen model and
experiments in such measurements as K.D.F. the density and the heat
of crystallization can also be listed among the merits of the
continuous network approach. It is the best of the three major models
described above.
1 .2 Modelling; of Electronic Bond Structures for amorphous semiconductor
(15)
Mott proposed the basic model for the electronic structures
of disordered materials. The model is shown in Fig. 2 via a sketch
of density of states. A perfect crystal possessing a single isolated
band is taken as the starting point, and randomness is introduced
through some disordering process. As the randomness increases, the
band becomes broader and the nature of the wave functions changes.
For E E E', the states remain extended with a finite phase
coherence length, i.e. there exists in the disordered system paths
extending to infinity in both directions lying entirely in regions
where the wave function is not negligible, but the phe.se at any other
point in the system is no longer deterministic irrespective of the
knowledge of the phase and tne wavevector k at a given point. At the
energies E and E', the character of the states is assumed to change
abruptly from extended to localized so that for EE and E' E there
are tails of localized states. The localization of these states can
be attributed to the randomness which forces the amplitude of the
wave function to be different from zero only in a. finite region and






Fig. 2 The model for the density of states (g(E)) of a single
isolated energy band in a disordered material© This is a
band of extended states inside the energies E and E. with








Fig© 3 Sketch of Mott-CFO model for covalent semiconductors having
three-dimensional cross-linked network structure., The critical
energies E and define the mobility gap© E~= Fermi energy
(ME) mobility)
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Basing on the concepts developed above, there are mainly two
models describing the electronic band structures of amorphous
semiconductors:
(1) Mott-CFO Model: This model as shown in Fig 3 is derived from
the concept of an ideal covalent random network structure. The
observations that amorphous semiconductors exhibit a thermally
activated conductivity and the optical absorption data
( 16 'l7)
( Donovan') all .suggest a band model with valence ana
conduction bands separated by a gap. Translational and compositional
disorder are assumed to can v Cy h— lx v. tuations of the potential of
sufficient magnitude so that they give rise to localized
states extending from the conduction and valence bands into the
gap. These localized states are not associated with any
imperfections but are the result of the randomness of the
potential. Their number and energy spread increases with the
degree of the randomness and the strength of the scattering.
The valence band tail states are assumed to be neutral when
occupied and the conduction band tai1 states are neutral when
empty. This places the Fermi energy somewhere near the gap
centre. In addition, one expects that deviations from the ideal
covalent random network, such as vacancies, dangling bonds, and
chain ends contribute localized states in certain energy ranges.
These then give rise to a non-monoatomic density of localized
states curve. Mott firstly noted that die character of the
wavefunctions changes at critical energies E and E which
separate the extended and the localized states. Here the
10
(2)
e 1 cctron cmd ho 1 e mobilities drop siiirp 1 y frorn a 1 ov-mobi 1 ity
band transport with finite mobility at T=0 to a thermally
activated tunnelling between localized gap states which
disappears at T-0. These so-called mobility edges( Cohen,
(1 8).
Fritzsche and Ovshmsky) define a mobility gap E -E
which contains only localized states.
( 19 2 0)
Davis-Mott Model: Davis and Mott'~~ proposed a band model
as shown in Fig. -4. The mobility edges for electrons and holes
lie again at E and E. A stronger distinction is made between
localized state;.; which originate from the lack of long range
order and others which are due to defects in the structure.
The first kind of localized states extend only to E, and E..
A 3
in the mobility gap. The defect states form longer tails but
of insufficient density to pin the Fermi level. Forever, the
authors propose a band of compensated levels near the gap
( 21)
centre in order to pin the Fermi level. Later, Mott
proposed that the centre band may be split into two bands
( Fig. 3)• The two peaks of g(E) are supposed to be due to
dangling bonds which may either act as acceptors or as donors
as indicated by the capitals A and D in the figure. They give
rise to charged states and pin the Fermi level E,7 near the
g ap cent r e.
1.3 Temperature dependence of d.c. conductivity
According to the original idea of Davis and Mott'', there




Fig k Density of states g(E) suggested by Davis and Mott(1970)





Fig 5 A modified density of states model of Davis and Mott.
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(1) Band conduction of electrons excited above E or holes below
E( high temperature range)..
If the conduction is governed by holes, then
The separation of E.? from the mobility edge will change with




(2) Thermally assisted tunnelling in the localized gap states near
mobility edges near E, and E,., in Fig. k or 5( intermediate
temperature range).
The largest tunnel contribution arises from jumps to
unoccupied levels of nearest neighbour centres. Since it is
unlikely to find such a level at the same energy, the tunnelling
process is inelastic, i.e. it involves the emission or absorption
of a phonon. Hence.this thermally assisted tunnelling process
involves a hopping energy A 1~ in addition to the activation
energy E,?-E needed to raise the hole to the appropiate
localized state at E. The conductivity will thus be of the
for ni
For the Davis-Mot t Model E=E7, (or E, for electron). E) drops
sharply above E so that T| K 0). In general the tunnel
probability( contained in ytt(E)) and g(E) decreases rapidly
whereas 1-f(E) for holes increases as one moves in energy toward
the gap centre. As a consequence the maximum tunnelling
contribution shifts towards E_.? as T is lowered according to the
Kubo- Greenwood equation
The conductivity curve is not expected to exhibit a constant
activation energy in this range but a decreasing slope as I is
lowered.
(3) Tunnelling conduction near Ey (.lower temperature range)
should be of the form
where A has the same physical meaning as A VM,. Since the
density of states hear E,, and the range of their wavefunctions
is probably smaller near Eri than near E, or E one expects
(5• As the temperature is lowered the number and energy
of phonons available for absorption decreases so that the
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tunnelling is restricted to seek centres which are not nearest
neighbours but which instead lie energetically closer and
within the range kT. For this so-called variable range hopping
process Mott 23,24) derived the relation
1.4 Effects of preparation conditi::uns on the electrical properties
of a-Ge and a-S
Amorphous semiconductors, especially Ge and Si cannot be
prepared as a glass by quenching( supercooling the liquid state)
and are usually obtained in the form of thin films by some methods
of deposition, such as vacuum evaporation, sputtering and glow-
discharge deposition. These different techniques of preparation have
been taken as the reason for the inconsistency of the results on
the investigation of the the amorphous state by many different
experimental techniques.
Amorphous Ge prepared by 1-1 sputtering has been studied by
Rusu et al. (25) who find that the resistivity of the purest films
is essentially the same as t1llat in evaporated filrmis. Gaseous
contamination which will be discussediscussed in details later provides
films of substantially hither resistivity by using the former method.
Later, Le Comber et al. 26 also found that evaporated and rf
sputtered a-Si films showed a very similar behaviour. However,
Chittick et ai.(27) discovered that amorphcus Si prepared by glow
discharge from silune gus had resistivities as high as 114 ohm-em cm
at room temperature, a factor of 10 greater than measured in vapour-
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deposited films. It is likely that Si prepared by this tehhnique
contains residual hydrogen, wriich congregates in the voids and
saturates the dangling bonds, leading to an increase in the film
resistivity. Nevertheless, this attribution cannot account for the
large difference in the order of magnitude of the resistivies for
films prepared by these two different techniques: vapour depostion
and glow discharge. Having detected no significant oxygen content
in any glow discharge a-Si films and only a relatively little
hydrogen in low temperature deposited samples LeComber et al (26)
concluded that the cause of the much lowrwer dangling bonds concentration
in glow discharge specimens is the different preparation technique,
rather t plan any absorbed gases. They argued that in the glow discharge
process the atoms are deposited singly from the gas phase whereas in
the evaporation process( including both the vapour-deposition and
rf sputtering methods) they are deposited in clusters, especially
at high evaporation rates. They also ,enitioned that during the
latter de rot ition technique tiie coalescing cluster boundaries are
likely to be origin of microvoids, which would lead to the presence
of dangling bonds inside the fi.
The above discussion concerns maily the validity of the effect
of gaseous 'contarlinaticn upon glow cischarge a-Si films. INNorover,
evidence on presence of d.ng-ling bonds inside the vacuum-deposited
and rf sputtered a-Ge or a-Si films is provided by S.R. measurements
as mentioned earlier. Therefore, the electrical properties of these
films are subject to the effects of the Gaseous impurities trapped
(29)
deposition. Walley(29) has shown that below a re idual gas
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presure of 10 torr and above a deposition rate of 30asec., the
strong coating rate dependence of the conductivity disappears in
either a-Ge or a-Si. At lower deposition rates or higher residual
gas pressures, the resistivity increases snarply in both materials.
This is possibly due to oxygen contamination, e.g. oxygen atoms
saturate the dangling bonds and form compounds such as SiO in the
voids. From, this, it may also be deduced that even for a single
method of deposition, the physical properties of a-Ge and a-Si can
vary extensively. A thorough investigation on the influence of
substrate temperature, evaporation rate -and gas ambient on
thermoelectric power and conductivity of vacuum-deposited a-Ge
(30)
and a-Si films was done by Beyer and Stuke. They concluded
from the influence of substrate temperature and gas ambient that
at high rates the defects produced during the evaporation process
determine the electrical properties, whereas at low rates the
incooporation of impurity atoms into the thin films and the resulting
saturation of dangling bonds particularly by oxygen, predominate.
Thus, it can be concluded for the vacuum deposition method that
under certain base pressure and substrate temperature, the coating
rate will affect both the concentration of dangling bonds and
impurity gas atoms inside the film. The number of dangling bonds
is greater at higher coating rates whereas the number of trapped
gas atoms inside the film is smaller. At lower coating rates, the
number of dangling bonds is. smaller while that of trapped gas atoms
become greater. Therefore, the effect of contamination due to
trapped gas atoms on the resistivity of a-Ge or a-Si films is
greater at lower coating rates.
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1 .5 The Present Experiment
Annealing at temperatures above that of deposition can lead to
an increase in the room temperature resistivity of amorphous thin
films. This is very often attributed to the disappearance of voids
(4- 6)
after annealing.' The latter will lead to a reduction of dangling
bonds and hence an increase in the room-temperature film resitivity.
The subsequent drop in resistivity upon further annealing would
probably be a signal of recrystallization of the film. The isochronal
and isothermal annealing of the room temperature resistivity of
(31)
vacuum-deposited a-Ge films was studied by Chik and LinT'. The
results do not reaveal any objection to the former discussion. Later,
(32)
more careful measurements by Chik and Fung showed that a smaller
ambient-sensitive annealing stage precedes the crystallization
process. They attribute this precrystallization annealing stage to
the diffusion of GeO( formed upon earlier annealing) through the
open structure of the a-Ge matrix to the surface, and hence this may
result in a small decrease of the resistivity without crystallization.
To see whether a-Si thin films behave the same as a-Ge, experiments
like those of Chik and Lira, and Chik and Fung are repeated on a-Si.
The experimental technique is almost identical. It aims at the study
of the resistance change of a-Si films after different heat treatment.
Detailed isothermal measurements are done in the annealing te in p 0 it u i©
range where the change is most characteristic of either a diffusion
process or a transformation process. Films prepared by almost the
same coating -rate and thickness( about 22U0A) were annealed in
pure nitrogen gas atmosphere. It is hoped to get information about
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the pre-crystallisation process and also the crystallization
kinetics. Furthermore, a home-made resistance-measuring chamber is
o
used to study the high temperature dependence( up to about 250 C)
of the resistance of a-Si and a-Ge thin ilms which are annealed ata
temperatures before and during the occurence of the pre-crystallization
process to find if the results can cope with tlose obtained from, the
annealing experiment. It should be noted that the resistance as a
function of temperature is reproducible only below the maximum






Amorphous Ge and Si films icre prepared in thin cry-orimerit
tv u..inr the vacuum deposition technique. Resistive and electron-
beam methods of heating ere chosen respectively for the
evaporation of Ge and Si powder. The details or deposition are as
f o 13. o v; s:
2.1.1 The High Vacuum Coating Unit
All evaporations were done in the High Vacuum Coating Unit
(BA CIO Automatic, Balzers). This vacuum system contain::; the
following nojom parter
(1) Fell .jar: fCQ mm. in diameter and. r Q: r e in height. The bell
jar and the baseplate can bo baked (tuning degassing) and
cooled (during evaporation).
(2) Two-stage rotary vane pump with gas ballast DUO 35 and with
pumping speed 3D m h.
(3) Gil diffusion pump D±FE 1900 with pumping speed 1800 ls.
- 3
(k) Two Pirani gauge head Type KVp, measuring range 1x10
3x10° torr.
(5) Glow discharge with a gas inlet valve.
(6) Electrically controlled shutter.
(7) Substrate holder.
(8) Resistive heater for evaporation (maximum power 3kV).
(9) Electron beam evaporation equipment EVR3 (maximum power 3kV).
(10) Raterneter ORG 201, which is used together with the Quartz
cry..; i, a 1 t h i n 1 i 1 rn rn o n i t o r QS G 201.
A crvstal holder 03K 111 was uced. lie position was so
arranged in the coating unit that the geometry between evaporation
source, substrate and crystal holder was the same. In this
experiment, it was about 21 cm. away from the evaporation source.
Therefore the radiation effects to the crystal holder was very
small. Since the frequency meter of the quarts crystal thin film
monitor and the electrically controlled shutter have a specific
time delay, the thickness of the film Is slightly more than the
set value.
Film thickness is calculated according to the following
p r i n c i p 1 e:
The change in the characteristic freouency f of a ouartz
crysta 1 i s mcaoured af t er Incroac.in; 111o t' iiekiic s.• d by the va 1 ue
Ad' from t h e v a cum n d e p o s itio n o f a f i 1 rn o n t o t h e q u a. r t z s u b s t r a t e®
The frequency change is given by
where f= the characteristic frequency of the quartz crystal,
d= thickness of the quartz crystal,
j?= den s icy o f 1 h e n u a r t s c r y s t a 1.
F- surface area of the crystal.
Am= mass of a film which uniformly covers the quartz substrate
In terms of the film thickness d, film density and surface
area of the film F1, i.e. opening of the orifice, rn is given by
Therefore,
or,
vhere II= f.d is the frequency constant,
The value of Jhi for the quartz crystal thin film monitor is
0 JikxIO~ iith in gm-cm and Afd i 11 IIz-cni. The density
of Ge is taken as 5-3 cm-cm. For this value, the instrument has
a sensitivity of 2.35 HzA. Similarly for Si (density= 2„k gmcm)
it has a sensitivity of 1.12 HzA.
It vas noted that the mechanical system of the shutter vas
handicapped for the electron beam, evaporation system, and there¬
fore the shutter vas manually controlled. The thickness of the Si
films vas then checked by an interference method (fig.6).
Here, a cotton hair was placed between the substrate and an
optically flat glass to form a wedge-shaped system. Sodium light
vas directed towards the wedge by reflection from a plane glass.
Two sets of straight line fringes were formed, lying along the
edge of the film and the uncovered position of the substrate.
Due to the thickness of the film, the two sets of fringes were
shifted, a fraction of the fringe separation relative to each other.
The fringe separation is proportional to half of the wavelength of
sodium light. Hence, by measuring the fringe shift and the fringe
separation with a travelling microscope, the thickness of the film
can be found. Moreover the value of the thickness found by using
this nothod did not differ iron the calculated value very much










Fig. 6 The experimental set-up for film thickness measurement
(exaggerated)
2.1 .2 E vapor a tiori Source a n d Evar or? nt
(1) Resistive heating technique
Tungsten boat (Balzers Code No.290097) was used as the
evaporating source, Evaporant uac povder Ge supplied by Balzers
with 99.999a in purity.
(2) Electron beam evai:or•:rtion tec-1niru•
The evaporation source is much more complicated and is
sketched in i ig. 7« The electron beam is produced in the ring--
shaped hot cathode-. The electrons arc accelerated and conducted
through the electric field between the cathode and the earthed
crucible (anode), so that they focus on the material to be
evaporated as a concentric beam, with minimum dispersion losses
The high kinetic energy which results from the acceleration is
transmitted to the material to be evaporated. Temperatures in
excess of 3000 C can be attained. The evaporation material is
melted in the water-cooled copper crucible, and even at melting
temperatures in excess of 3000 C there is no interaction with
the crucible walls and therefore no contamination. Moreover,
the evaporant used is powder 3i (supplied by Balzers with
99•9990 purity) and its melting point is around 1200 C so that
except gas contamination high purity Si films can be prepared.
2.1.3 Substrate Cleaning
The substrates used were Corning 7059 and quartz slides
(1x2.5 cm). They can be easily cleaned to a very high degree. The
procedure was
(1) The substrates were agitated in a detergent solution by an









Fig. 7 Electron beam evaporation source.
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(2) Then the substrates were agitated in distilled water for
another fifteen minutes.
(3) The substrates were further cleaned with absolute alcohol in
the ultrasonic cleaner for fifteen minutes.
(1) Then the substrates were put into a container full of iso-
propyl alcohol vapour at about 3y°C for vapour degreasing.
After cleaning, the substrates were loaded into the deposition
chamber immediately. The substrates were kept at a distance 21 cm.
above the evaporation source.
21A Deposition Procedure
(1) Preparation of amorphous germanium thin film
The vacuum chamber was pumped down to the desired value of
high vacuum (ranging from 1x10 to 5x10 torr) by means of the
rotary pump and the oil diffusion pump with cold trap. The
tungsten boat and germanium were degassed at a temperature
below the melting point of germanium. During degassing, the
shutter was closed. The pressure rose inside the vacuum chamber.
The degassing was continued until the system pressure improved.
Then the temperature of the tungsten boat was slowly increased
to melt the germanium powder. After the melting was completed,
the temperature of the tungsten boat was further increased to
the desired value. Then the shutter was opened by hand and
deposition began. The films were expected to be deposited on to
substrates at room temperature although the substrate temperature
would rise slowly during evaporation, film thickness was
measured by means of the quartz crystal thin film monitor and
derosition.rate could be read out from the ratemeter. The film
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thickness was usually chosen at a value around 3600A and the
deposition rate at a value about 'fOAsec. The deposition rate
can, however, be controlled to keep steady by slightly varying
the voltage across the tungsten boat- Vhen the desired thick¬
ness was reached, the shutter was closed automatically and
the deposition was completed. The films were taken out and
stored in a desiccator.
(2) Preparation of amorphous silicon thin film
-7
The vacuum chamber was again pumped down to about 3x10
torr. The silicon powder was then thoroughly degassed before
being brought to the appropiate temperature. The voltage
between the cathode and anode (the copper crucible containing
silicon powder) was increased very slowly at first. At the
same time, the focus of the electron beam was adjusted until
the silicon powder began to melt. The power at which the
melting of silicon powder began was about 300':. The voltage
was further increased very slowly until the silicon powder
melted completely. The shutter was opened by hand and the
voltage was again increased very slowly until the desired
value of evaporation rate was reached. The power at which the
melted silicon powder would evaporate was about 600V. During
deposition, the coating rate might drop and this could be
normalized by slightly increasing the voltage between the
anode and the cathode. After the film thickness had reached
the desired value, the shutter was closed by hand and the films
were taken out for storage in a desiccator. The coating rates
ranged from 2 to 3Asec and the film thickness was about 2200A.
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2.2 The Set-ups for Resistance Measurements
2.2.1 Room Temperature Resistance Measurement
A simple series circuit for the room temperature resistance
measurement was shown in Fig. 8. In this circuit, the direct current
was supplied by a regulated power supply with an output voltage of
10.7 volts. To find the resistance of the film, the voltage axross
one of the standard resistors 10k ju, 100k jp, 1Mjl, 10M„i-, 3057M-H-
(accuracy+ 1%) was measured by a vibrating capacitor electrometer
(Model 6k0, Keithley Instruments, U.S.A.) and compared with that
across two potential probes pressed on the film which would act as
a resistor in series with one of the standard resistors. This
16
electrometer was chosen because it has an input impedance of 10 jh,
several orders of magnitude higher than the film resistance. For
germanium, the range of voltage in measurement was from 10V down to
300mV. Since the resistivity of a-Si films are several orders higher
than that of a-Ge films, the shunt resistors of the input head of the
electrometer were used. Each of these shunt resistors is in parallel
with ..the standard resistors mentioned above, as seen from the
circuit connection, and so when the standard resistors are opened,
the shunt resistors are then in series with the film. Moreover,
6 8 10 12
they have values ranging from 10, 10, 10to 10' EL. Only the
first two shunt resistors were used, since their accuracy was
within± 1 %m The range of voltage in measurement for a-Si was then
from 10V down to 300)xV. As the separation of the two potential
probes was about 1cm approximately, the resistivity of the film
can be found by multiplying the measured value of resistance by












Fig. 8 Circuit for room temperature resistance measurement.
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contact resistance was not taken into consideration since it was
too small as compared to the high resistance of the film and the
standard resistor.
2.2.2 High Temperature Resistance Heasurement
The set up for measuring the high temperature dependence of
the resistance of annealed a-Ge and a-Si thin films mainly consists
of the 10.7V D.C. power supply, the vibrating capacitor electrometer
with an input head and a copper chamber, inside which the film is
placed and heated up. Again, to find the film resistance, the
6 8
voltage across the 10 or 10 -A- shunt resistor of the input head
was compared with that across two potential probes pressed on the
film. The set up was actually a simple series circuit as shown in
fig.9- But before the description of the method of measurement, it
is desired to discuss the construction of the con m-r chamber and
the functions of each of its parts.
The structure of the chamber is schematically shown in fig.10.
The central part of the brass block A, which was supported by two
steel tubings B and C soldered onto .the baseplate of the chamber
was so cut that the substrates (1x2.5 cm 9 could be fitted into it
but the two steel electrodes, in the form of sharp edges, would
not come into contact with the surface of the brass block when they
were pressed on the films. The two electrodes were fixed 1 cm apart
on a circular aluminium plate and insulated from this plate by
using two glass slides and two ceramic 0-rings as shown in fig.11.
The metal plate was then fixed to an end of a hollow brass cylinder,
the external diameter of which is just less than the internal











Fig. 9 Circuit for high temperature resistance measurement.
Fig. 10 Construction of the resistance-measuring copper chamber
and it o oLcce3oonooi
Illustrations:
A:brass block; B,C,E,F,H:steel tubings; D:brass ring; G:copper tubing;
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Fig, 11 InsuLation of an electrode from a metal plate.
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-Since the metal plate had two holes which were of the same size
as the diameter of the steel tubings E and F (fig.10), the brass
cylinder could be supported by two spiral springs fitting through
E and F. The temperature of the film was measured by using chromel-
alumel thermocouple wire. The hot junction of the thermocouple was
made to come into contact with the brass block A by fitting the
insulated thermocouple wiring through the copper tubing G which
drilled through the main body of the chamber. Nitrogen gas could
pass through the steel tubing II to the inside portion of the
chamber, so that the temperature of the hot junction of the
thermocouple was made to be almost identical with that of the film
by heat convection. Also, the flush of nitrogen gas could remove
any oxygen inside the chamber and hence the film would not be
oxidized during high temperature resistance rneasurement.
During measurement, the copper chamber was firstly heated by
a 2kW heater until the temperature of the annealed film had
reached about 250°C. Then the heater was switched off and the film
was allowed to cool down. The electrodes were pressed on the film
ani the voltage across the shunt resistor could be read out directly
from the electrometer. The rate of decrease of temperature was so
slow that the accuracy of the former measurement was ensured.
2.3 The Annealing Experiment
2.3-1 Experimental Set-up
All annealing experiments were done in a Silicon Carbide Tube
Furnace (Type. ROS ApO, Heraeus, Germany). The temperature of the
furnace was controlled by a temperature controller (Electronic
Two-position Controller, Model Bitric T2, Hartmann and Braun,
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Germany) to ±2°C.
A stainless steel tube as shown in fig,12 was used as a sample
container when annealing was carried out in pure nitrogen gas.
However, the latter was further purified by passing it over copper
gauze at 700°C before entering the furnace. The stainless steel
tube was put into the central part of the heating tube of the
furnace. The N gas inlet tube has a small diameter such that the
gas passing through it would be heated uniformly and effectively.
The outlet of N0 gas was screwed with a can such that it was easy
for loading and removing the samples and maintained a very small
amount of leakage such that N gas remain for a longer time in the
tube; thus more accurate and uniform annealing temperature was
obtained. Pressure of N gas in the tube was regulated slightly
higher than the atmospheric pressure to prevent air entering the
tube.
The experimental set-up for annealing was shown in fig.13-
Moreover, it should be mentioned that at most two samples were
annealed at a time.
2.3.2 The Annealing Procedure
The samples were put into the stainless steel tube, through
vhich II- Sas ws.s passing. When the tube was full of a can was
screwed onto it. Then the tube was put into the central part of the
silicon carbide tube of the heating furnace, the temperature of
which had already been set at a value 30 C above the desired value.
It took about 8 minutes for the samples to reach the desired value
before the occurence of any overshooting of temperature. Therefore,















Fig. 13 The experimental set-up for annealing experiment.
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desired value. During annealing, the tempcrature was kept constant
by means of the temperature controller. A stop watch was used to
measure the annealing time. After the films had been annealed for
a certain period of time, the tube was taken out from the furnace
and was rapidly cooled to room temperature by cold air current.
Then the samples were taken out from the tube for room temperature
resistance measurement.
There were two ways of annealing the films, namely, isochronal
annealing and isothermal annealing. In this experiment, the
isochronal thermal treatment involves the annealing of the films
for 20 minutes at each annealing temperature. Then, the room
temperature resistance measurement was done for a number of
increasing annealing temperatures until the sample crystallized
Isothermal annealing is to anneal the films by fixing the annealing
temperature and increasing the annealing time, doom temperature
resistance measurements wore done at the end of each annealing
interval. It should be noted that the total annealing period is
the accumulation of each annealing interval.
In high temperature resistance measurement, the procedure for
the thermal treatment of the films is similar. The films were
firstly annealed at temperatures which are characteristic of the
isochronal annealing history of the same kind of films, fence, the
resistance measurements at high temperature can be correlated to
the isochronal thermal history of the film. The interval for each
annealing step is 30 minutes. It is originally hoped that the
investigation of the correlation between the high temperature film
resistance dependence and the annealing effect involves one single
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film only, but due to the damage of the film structure by the two
sharp edge electrodes, two or three films of the same conditions
were used for each set of measurements. At first, a film was
selected for annealing at 3 to 4 temperatures. For each annealing
temperature, the high temperature dependence of the film resistance
was investigated by using the chamber mentioned in the former
section. Another film with the same coating conditions was annealed
at higher temperatures and then used in the investigation. The
continuation of the thermal history of the first film and the




3- '1 I so c hr o n al an nealing of a-3i films
The isochronal annealing curves of the room temperature
resistance of a-Si films were plotted in Fig„1h. The films were
coated on quarts substrates .and the deposition conditions were:
coating rate y c 1 Asec., pressure 3 x 10 'torr and thickness 2200 A.
The annealing time interval was 20 min.
The features of the isochrones for a-Si films are essentially
the same as those found by Chik and Fung for a-Ge. As the
annealing temperature increases, the resistance increases to a
maximum at 330 C approximately. On further increasing the annealing
temperature, two annealing stages are resolved. The temperature that
distinguishes between stage 1 and stage 2 was found to lie between
330°C and 600°C- The drop in resistance in stage 1 is about one to
two orders of magnitude and the drop in stage 2 is about three to
four orders of magnitude. The latter finding is estimated from the
assumption that stage 2 almost ends up at 730°C. In fact, it was
expected that the film had been crystallized completely at this
temperature, as Blum and Feldman found that a-Si films crystallize
after heating for 13 min. at 703°C» Beyond 730°C, all films are
subject to oxidation though they are annealed under purified
nitrogen atmosphere.
All values of resistance can be converted to resistivity by
multiplying the resistance by the thickness of the film, due to the









Fig. 1f The isochronal annealing of room temperature resistance of
a-Si films coated on.quartz substrates.
C1, C2: P=5.5x107torr, C.R.=3.lA/s, h=2200A..
(P=pressure, C.R.=coating rate, h=film thickness.)
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Annealing temperature(°C)
Fig. 15 The isochronal annealing of room temperature resistance of
a-Si films coated on Corning 7059® NN: P=x10torr9
C.R.=3®l8s, h=220oX» was obtained right after the
deposition process. The film corresponding to N0 had been









Fig. 16 The isochronal annealing of room temperature resistance of
a-Si and a~Ge films. The a-Si film was coated on ordinary
glass slide vith P-6x10 rtorr, C.R.=3»lXs, h=2200S» The
-5
a-Ge film was coated on Corning 7059 vith P=1x10 torrf
C.E.=6o8s, h=300o2.
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The isochrone for a film exposed to atmosphere for several
days after deposition was also shown in curve 0o of Fig. 1h. As
compared with Gthat was measured immediately after deposition, the
peak resistance of C9 at TpO C is about one order of magnitude
higher than that of C,,. The latter effect may be attributed to the
absorption of oxygen from the atmosphere and is more pronounced
than that of a~Ge films.
Similar isochronal annealing curves shown in Fig. 15 were
obtained for a-Si films coated on Corning 7059 glass substrates,
the thermal tolerance of which is estimated up to 600°C. Therefore,
Corning 7059 glass substrates were selected for isothermal annealing
measurement in stage 1. Ordinary glass slides were not used because
the isochronal behaviour shown in Fig®16 differs entirely from
that obtained from films coated on quartz and Corning 7059« In
particular, the temperature corresponding to the peak resistance
shifts to 550°C. This may be due to the effect of some impurities
diffusing from the glass substrate during thermal treatment. On
the contrary, the isochronal annealing curves for a-Ge films coated
on Corning 7059 were similar to those obtained by using ordinary glass
substrates. One of such surves was also shown in Fig® 16
5.2 Isothermal annealing of a-Si films
5.2.1 Annealing stage 1
Stage 1 lies between d-50°C and about 580°C» Isothermal annealing
of a-Si films was carried out at five temperatures selected from
A80°C to 55Q°C. But before any isothermal annealing, the films were
firstly annealed at V?0°C for 10 minutes after deposition. It was
found that the peak resistance of the films with this thermal
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treatment did not increase much on exposure to atmosphere for a few
days. Actually, this thermal treatment serves to bring the subsequent
isothermal annealing effect upon the films to start correctly from
the beginning of stage 1.
Fig. 17 showed three typical sets of isothermal curves in stage
1 by plotting log.,,, R versus t, the annealing time. These curves10
can be fitted as straight lines by the equations
(1)
(2)
where R is the final film resistance found by extrapolating the
isothermal annealing curves to large annealing time. An Arrhenius-
-7
plot of B., for films( 2200 A thick) coated at about p x 10 torr
and 1.1 Asec. gives
and
The fittings of equation (1) and (2) for the isotherms of
Fig. 17 were shown in Fig.lS and 19 respectively. It should be noted
that E. is the average value of the three fitted values (obtained








Fig. 1 isothermal annealing for a-Si films coated at







Fig. 17(continued) Stage 1 isothermal annealing for a-Si films coated













Fige 1S Linear plots of the isothermals from fig« 1?® (SET ONE)
Fig, 18(continued) SET TWO
Fig. 18(continued) SET THREE
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100c/T(K-1)
Fig®19 Arrhenius plots of versus the annealing temperature®







3.2.2 Annealing stage 2
The second stage starts from about 5'60 C and ends at 730°C.
Isothermal annealing of a-Si films coated on quartz substrates was
done at several temperatures between o3Q C and 690'C. The film
thickness was from 18GO a to 2200 8. and the coating rates varied
from 2 to 3 •1 2sec. Again, before any isothermal annealing, all
films were firstly annealed at 590°C for 30 minutes to ensure that
the isothermal annealing effect starts correctly from the beginning
of the crystallization stage.
All isotherms show the same sigmuoidal shape as those obtained
for a-Ge. The room temperature resistance R remains approximately
constant for a period of time Z, then drops sharply afterwards and
eventually approaches a constant value close to the resistance of
crystalline silicon of the same geometry. Typical curves for 3
somewhat the same coating conditions were shown in Fig. 20( the
3 coating conditions are stated in Fig. 20).
The time interval where R remains practically constant is called
the incubation period X. X can be found easily from the annealing
curves of Fig.20, which showed that X increases with decreasing
annealing temperature. An Arrhenius plot of X gives an activation
energy of 3«9 eV( Fig. 21). Thus X obeys an equation of the form
(3)
where fp is a constant, T is the annealing temperature cLQ CL jK. X S
Bo11zmann's constant.
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SET C: P=5x10-7 torr, C.R.=2.28s, h=l80C8









Fig 22 A linear plot of In £(t) versus annealing time The solid lines
indicate SET A and the dashed lines SET B®
annealing time (min)
Fig. 22(continued) SET C
After the incubation period, the annealing is possibly associated
with the actual crystallization process. This part of the annealing
curve can be fitted by using a more complicated function f(t) which
is defined as
CO
where R and R are respectively the resistances at the beginning
and at the end of the annealing process. These two values are
obtained by extrapolation to zero and large annealing time respectively.
A plot of In f(t) versus t gives a straight line of slope jEU MB
( Fig. 22). The behaviour of the crystallization process after the
incubation period can thus be described by
(5)
where (6)
A0 being a constant.
Therefore, a plot of In B versus the reciprocal of the annealing
temperature T gives an activation energy
105 1000/T(K-1) 110
Fig. 23 Arrhenius plot of B_ versus the annealing temperature.








The plots of In versus 1T were shown in Fig. 23- E2 is
an average value of 3 sets of such plots. The 3 values are
3-72 eV, 3-33 eV and 3.96 eV. Moreover, the average activation energy
for the crystallization process of a-Si found in this experiment is
( 33) T'lis
greater than the one (3-3eV) found by Blum and FeldmannF
may be due to the different techniques used in measuring the
activation energy.
3.3 High temperature dependence of resistance of a-Ge and a~Si
thin films
The a-Ge and a-Si thin films were coated on Corning 7039 glass
substrates. Since the disadvantage of measuring resistance by
pressing two potential probes on the film is the mechanical damage
of the film structure, a film was used in measurement for at most
four annealing temperatures only. The usual thermal treatment is as
follows: At first, a film was annealed at temperature range before
stagel. The annealing time in each step is 30 minutes. A second film
with the same coating conidtions was then annealed at the temperature
corresponding to R for 30 min, thereby ensuring the continuation
of the thermal history between the first and the second films. The
second film c aid then be annealed at temperature in stage 1 with
somewhat the same thermal history as the fist film. However, at each
annealing temperature for either of the two films, the high temperature
dependence of the film resistance was taken by using the home-made
resistance-measuring chamber. Fig. 2A showed the plots of logQ R
versus 1T for a-Ge under two different coating conditions:
(1) p= 5 x 10 torr, 4O A/sec. and
(2) p= 4 x 10 utorr, 4O A/sec.,
and for a-Si with P= x 10 torr and r= P.2 Asec. These curves
are in general linear at high temperatures and decrease in slope
with decreasing temperature. They are in good agreement with what
Hott and Davis predicted for amorphou G£ O m iconductors. At high
temperatures, the activation energy A for this intrinsic—like
electrical conduction can be found from the equation
U= 3 exp( SkT) (7)
E was found to increase with increasing annealing temperature
before stage '1 but decrease with the latter in stage 1. This trend
for E was summarized in Table 1 for a-Ge and a-Si films. Table '1
also includes the temperature indicating the onset of the intrinsic-
like c o n d i x c t i o n,
Similar measurements have also been done for a-Ge and a-Si in
stage 2( Fig. 2k). The results( also included in Table 1) are
those of the partially crystallized sample which can be considered
as a crystalline semicendue tor with some impurity levels in the
band gap. Because of the rectification effect, the two probes
method fails to measure the band gap of the completely crystallized
thin film.
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Fig 2k The high temperature dependence of the resistance of



















Ge( 1): P=5x10~'torr, C.R. ='toXs, h=370o.




































































Fig. 2Mcontinued) The high temperature dependence of the resistance
of the partially crystallized samples®
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4.1 Isochronal annealing of a-Si films
The isochrones of a-Si films in Fig. 13 show that the room
temperature resistance increases with increasing annealing
temperature below t50°C. Brodsky et all'40'1 suggested that the
increase is probably associated with a reduction of dangling bond
concentration after annealing. Moreover, it is evident that
oxygen atoms are trapped inside the film during deposition.
As the annealing temperature is increased, more and more dangling
bonds are saturated by the trapped oxygen atoms and hence the
room temperature resistance increases on increasing the annealing
temperature towards ii50°C- At annealing temperature above hpO°C,
the isochrones of a-Si are resolved into two annealing stages
(32)
like those of a-Ge.'' The small drop in resistance in stare 1
as compared vith the larger one in stage 2 cannot reveal any
possibility of recrystallization in stage 1. Physically, this
change may be due to the transport of some impurities inside the
(32)
film, as suggested in the case of a-Ge.v~ Hence, the most
probable physical change causing a larger drop in resistance in
stage 2 is the recrystallization of the amorphous film. The presence
of the impurities inside the film makes the rearrangement of the
atoms more difficult and hence delays the recrystallization of
the fi 1 rn till the -iid oi stage 1. This point will be made c 1 earer
in the following discussions.
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4.2 The inf 1 uence of trapped oxygen upon the room tornperature
resistivity of a~3i
The da 11 g.1 i ng bonds of t he a 1 norphous f i 1 rn have been cor 1 sidered
as localized states lying near the centre of the band gap by Mott
(19 20 22)
and Davis 1. The localization of each of these states can
be described by associating each of them with a spherical potential
well. It is well known in quantum mechanics that the probability
for a particle staying outside the spherical potential well is
-2kd
proportional to e where k denotes t ie degree of localization
of the well and d is the distance of the particle from the cnetre
of the well. Therefore, the probability for the conduction electrons
or holes hopping from one localized state to the other one will
be proportional to the factor exp(~2oCp). Here cA is an average
parameter having the same meaning as k and R can be interpreted
as an average distance between two localized hopping centres.
Hence, the film conductivity wnich is dominated by the hopping of
conduction electrons or holes at room temperature is given by
This is the starting equation from which a simple relation between
the film resistivity at room temperature.and the oxygen content is
derived.
( 35)
T h orn as e t al. studied t h e 1. 3. R. o f am o r p h o u s s 11.1 c o n
films under-UHV and confirmed the existence of a spin density of
20 -3
the order of 10 cm which is independent of the film thickness.
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This independence shows that the dangling bonds which give rise to
unpaired electron snin signals are distributed throughout the whole
volume of the film. On the other hand, the oxygen atoms which are
trapped inside the film during deposition are assumed to distributed
evenly throughout the whole film. Hence, the reduction in dangling
bonds as a result of saturation by trapped oxygon atoms during thermal
treatment leads to an increase SR. m R on the average. Thus the
film conductivity will vary with R, according to
(9)
(36)
Since Thomas et al.'' have later shown that the E.S.R. signal
of a-Si films arises from randomly distributed individual spins
instead of spin clusters associated, with void surfaces, each localized
state can be associated with an average volume proportional to R,.
But the saturation of dangling bonds by trapped oxygen changes the
proportionality to (R+ %R)'. If the original number of dangling
bonds is!!„ and after saturation the number changes to M, then
basing on the assumption that the volume of the film that encloses
all the dangling bonds does not change in the course of annealing
before the end of stage 1, one has
(5,6)
The a-Si E.S.R. signal detected by Brodsky et al® had the
(M)
same g value, lineshape and linewidth as the signal Haneman
and others had attributed to dangling bonds on crystal Si surfaces.
This leads Brodaky et al. to attribute the signal to spin clusters
associated with the void surfaces inside the film. However this
(42)
attribution becomes invalid for a new E.S.R. study shows that
there are no dangling bonds on cleanly cleaved Si (111) surfaces.
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If N(=), the number of danglin: bonds saturated by
trapped oxygen is small, then to the first approximation,
that is,
II is just equal to the number of the trapped oxygen atoms which
have saturated the same number of dangling bonds inside the film.
That N is small is supported by the following estimation.
Before evaporation of Si atoms, there are R molecules of
oxygen impinging on the substrate surface in unit time per unit
area and this number is determined by the pressure and temperature
of the residual oxygen molecules inside the vacuum chamber. However,
the oxygen impingement on the surface will be suppressed by the
evaporated Si atoms during deposition. If the number of Si atoms
impinging on the same unit area in unit time is R0, the
probability that a site in that area will be occupied by an oxygen
molecule is given by
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If the sticking coefficient of oxygen on a-Si surface is 0, then
the probability that an oxygen molecule will be trapped in this
site becomes
During deposition, the vapour pressure inside the vacuum
chamber rises and hence the leakage rate of air molecules into the
vacuum chamber will be decreased instead of being increased to
c o rn td e n s a c 0 for the loss of residual air molecules which are trapped
in the film. If the original total number of oxygen molecules
inside the vacuum chamber is 0, then the number of oxygen atoms
trapped inside the film after deposition is approximately
where the factor 2 comes from the fact that an oxygen molecule has
two -atoms. It should be noted that '0 is an upper bound of N,
i.e. N 0. Thus, one has
- 7
The oxygen molecules exert a partial pressure of 10 torr at room
temperature inside the vacuum chamber and hence from the kinetic
13 2
theory of ideal value of 1.5 x 10' moleculescm -sec. can
be assigned to R. By using the equation of state for an ideal gas,
2
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the number of oxygen molecules 0 inside the vacuum chamber is given
14
by x 10. Also, the average impingement rate for the evaporation
of Si atoms is
where P, r, A, V_. are respectivity the density of a-Si, the
o Si
coating rate, the Avogadro's number and the atomic weight of silicon
O
The typical coating rate in this experiment is 3 .y sec. and hence
the value of R. is about 1.5 x 10' atomscm-sec. Since 1, oneSi
has
Thus the oxygen concentration in the a-Si films( thickness 2.200 2
17 -3
and area 2 sq. cm.) of this experiment is of the order of 10 cm.
(5)
The results of Brodsky et al.' showed that the spin density of
20-1
order of TO cm of a-Si film is reduced by one to two orders of
magnitude after annealing the film at h50°C• Hence if the spin
10 -3
density of the annealed film is taken to be 10 cm, one has
as the spin density corresponding to IT, should not be less than
18 -3
10 '°cm. Therefore, the assumption that N is small( compared to
11) is justified and the relation betveen the film conductivity and
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the oxygen content can be given by
(10)
However, the results of Moss and Gr. aczyk' s observation of
intense electron small-angle scattering (SAS) from a 100 R thick
a-Si film(2) showed that annealing the film at 400°C yielded an
increase of 7% in the density without crystallization. Hence the
assumption of the constancy of the film volume may only be an
approximation before the onset of annealing stage 1 at 450°C. Also,
Thornas* et al. found that the S.R. signal strength decreases
by a factor of 2 after annealing a- Si film (deposited in UIiV) at
400°C for two hours under UHV. Thus the reduction in dangling
bond: in this case cannot be attributed solely to saturation by
trapped oxygen during annealing. It is probable that the annealing
effect itself will also lead to a reduction in dangling bonds.
Therefore, the use of equation (10) at annealing temperatures
below 450°C would involve limitations to some extent. But since
recrystallization of the amorphous film is un_lil ely to occur in
stage 1 due to the small drop in resistance the density of the
film can be assumed to be practically constant in stage 1. Also,
the subsequent drop in resistance in stage I does not indicate the
bonds due to annealing effect,reduction of any dangling
Thus the use of equation (10) in stage 1, which will be described
in the next section is more justifiable.
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3. 3 Annealing in si: age 1
During thermal treatment, it is believed that the trapped
oxygen saturates the dangling bond of the film and forms SiO Thus
the presence of oxygen inside the film may be one of the factors
accounting for the increase of film resistance upon annealing.
Moreover, the bond energy of SiO is much higher than that of
Si-Si( 3»d eV versus 1 «o eV )v, so that the reacted oxygen
cannot be released reversibly. At suitably high temperatures, SiO
may as a whole break away from the a-Si matrix and easily find a
way through the open structure to the surface. Release of SiO
from the a-Si matrix creates dangling bonds, hence states in the
band gap, again leading to a resistance drop. Thus it is expected
that the drop in resistance in stage 1 is probably due to the
release of SiO from the amorphous matrix, since from equation (10)
the creation of dangling bonds as a result of the drop in the
concentration of SiO inside the film means a drop in TJ effectively
and hence an increase in, the film conductivity.
Equation (10) c an b e rewri1t en as
by dividing N and by the volume of the film. Here C is the
concentration of dangling bonds saturated by trapped oxygen inside
the film, and Cis the concentration of dangling bonds at the end
of stage 1. Since cr x ~p~( f 5 the film resistivity), one has
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K boing aconstant. (11)
If a first order kinetics is assigned to the isothermal release
of SiO from the amorphous matrix, then
C= C exp( ~k,t)o (12)
where is proportional to the factor exp( -EkT), T being the
annealing temperature„
Equation (12) is substituted into equation (11) and hence
The conditions t-0, P~ fo; t~. t f= fcan be used to find K
and the propertional constant. They aire given by
(13)
Equation (13) agrees with equation (1) used in fitting the
experimental data for the isothermal annealing in stage 1.
In case of very small amount of oxygen, equation (11)
beecmes
K' beiiig a const ant.
When C=0 at t=c», f=« Thus
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Hcnco equati on( 11) v;i 11 1 e ad i; o t he firs t order kinet i c s re 1 ati on
used in fitting the experimental data of the corresponding annealing
stage 1 for a-Ge' in case of very small amount of trapped oxygen.
However, the activation energy for the release of SiO is found
32
to be 1.8 eV and is smaller than that of GoG. This may be due tc
the more onen structure of amorphous Si, so that the diffusion of
SiO through the amorphous matrix will face a lower energy barrier.
Finally, one can estimate o(, the degree of localisation of
the potential well associated with each localized state, from the
isochrone C of Fig. 1p by using equation (10) in stage 1. If all
the SiO molecules are released, then H=0 in equation (10) and one
has T= cr Thus the relation between £7~,__ o_, the room temperature
conductivity of the film annealed at hpO°G and Crp, the conductivity
of the film annealed at the temperature denoting the end of stage 1
is readily shown to be
The value of should be the one corresponding to the end of stage 1.
It has been mentioned that the spin density of the film annealed at
hpO G is about 10 ucm J. Thus the total number of dangling bonds at
the end of stage 1 should not be less than the one corresponding to
the spin density 10 cm. Since the oxygen concentration in the
a-Si films is about 10 cm, one again has— 01 in stage 1.
Also from the curve C,. of fig. 1, the value of In— is
about ho Thus the value of A 11 is approximately 60. Since the
dangling bonds of the film distribute randomly throughout the whole
volume of the film, the average volume associated with each of these
localized states is approximately 10 cm'«. Thus 11 can be estimated
by taking the cube root of the va 1 ue 10 cm., which is 10 cm.
Hence the order of magnitude of is 10 cm., which implies strong
localization of the potential well and is quite reasonable.
k.1 Annealing in stage 2
The presence of SiO inside the a-3i matrix may make the
rearrangement of Si atoms more difficult and hence delay the
crystallization process to higher temperature range. Thus the
temperature for the crystallization process is somewhat above 600°C«
The isothermal annealing curves of a-Si in stage 2 show the same
sigrnoidal shape as those of a-Ge. This suggests that the annealing
kinetics involves a similar process of nucleation and subsequent
crystal growth as that of a-Ge• Here, the nucleation period can be
identified with the incubation period mentioned earlier. During
this period, the nuclei are .just very small crystalline regions
vhich will not affect the resistivity of the film. When the nuclei
grow larger in size, the resistivity of the films begins to decrease.
The incubation period f is a good parameter for describing the
nucleation rate. The Arrhenius plot of T; shows a straight line
with a definite slope, vhich suggests that the nucleation mechanism
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of the crystalline regions is a thermally activated process. The
activation energy is 3-9 eV, being comparable with the low
(58)
temperature self-diftusion energy of crystalline Si. This infers
that the nucl e at ion p r o c e s s rn ay b e as s ociate d w i t h t h e v ac an c y
mechanism of diffusion of atoms to some sites which favour the
formation of crystalline nuclei. These sites rn ay be some internal
surfaces inside the film.
The subsequent crystallization process after the incubation
period may then involve the rearrangement of silicon atoms at the
amorphous-crystalline interface to fit the crystalline Si matrix.
Since the atoms in the immediate neighbouthood of the crystalline
surface have the greatest probability of rearrangement, the
crystallization .rate should be proportional to the surface area of
the crystalline phase. But in a thin film, the volume of the amorphous
phase for transformation is limited; so the crystallization rate
will be lowered as the volume of the amorphous region decreases.
Therefore, the crystallization rate is expected also to be
proportional to the volume of the. amorphous region. The above
argument can be put into the following mathematical form:
where V is the volume of the crystalline phase,
4 is the surface area of the crystalline phase,




In equation (Ik), k.,; is the rate constant, which is proportional
to the factor exp( -E.,kT), T being the annealing temperature.
The conduction mechanism after nucleation is governed by
the tunnelling of conduction electrons or holes through the insulating
amorphous regions( the amorphous state is said to be insulating
because its resistivity is three to four orders of magnitude higher
than that of the crystalline state) which separate some semiconducting
crystalline regions. The nuclei of the crystalline regions are
assumed to distribute randomly throughout the whole film so that
one can assign the average distance d between the nuclei to be
equal to the average diameter of the amorphous regions, through
which the conduction electrons or holes have to tunnel. Hence the
resistivity of the partially crystallized samples can be written as
where d is a characteristic constant of the amorphous region.
When the film is completely crystallized, d=0; hence f= fc which
equals the resistivity of crystalline Si. When d is equal to the
average distance between nuclei, f- f, the resistivity of the
u n an n e al e d am o r p h o u s r e g i o n.
Thus the surface area£ bounding the amorphous region is
proportional to| ln(( f j ln( f fQ)] is then proportional
to the maximum average surface area£ of the amorphous region.
Hence(£-£„)( being proportional to{ ln(? J f)} fln(? f) j c~]
is the decrease in the surface area of the amorphous region which
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is just the surface area£ of the crystalline region created.0
Similarly, V =V -V( beinn; proportional to| ln( i P) f-
{ln(? f )}3) is the volume of the crystalline reGion so created.




Integrtion of e quation (16) gives
(17)
Equation (17) is to be identified with equation (h) used in fitting
the d ta for the isothermal annealing in stage 2. This identification
shows that the crystallization kinetics can be described empirically
by the re1ati,jn
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However, the physical mechanism of the rearrangement of silicon
atoms at the amorphous-crystalline interface is still unknown at
the present moment. The continuous network model has been tested
(31)
by Cnik and Lira in explaining the crystallization process of
a-Ge, but it involves the simultaneous rearrangement of about 27
atoms at the interface. This number seems to be unreasonably large.
They used another interpretation which involves the diffusion of
some' sort of extended divacancies to the amorphous-crystalline
int O F J. ci (9 and subsequent rearrangement of hie relaxed atoms to fit
the cryatalline Ge matrix. The existence of extended divacancies in
a-Ge and a-Si is proposed by deeger and Chik's model of amorphous
( 10)
structure. In this model it is assumed that a-Ge and a-Si
contain about ten atoms which can occupy approximately the same
volume as eleven atoms in the crystalline state. Monovacancies are
very mobile even at room temperature, so they would form clusters
of divacancies. Crystallization is then due to the dissociation of
divacancies in the clusters and migration to the amorphous-
crystalline interface. The migration energy of divacancies in crystalline
(38)
Si is 1.2 eV and the binding energy is 1.b eV•' Since the measured
activation energy of crystallization for a-Si is 3-7 eV, 0.9 eV is
then left for the rearrangement of the ten relaxed atoms to fit
themselves into the crystalline phase.
F urthermore, e quation (16) c an b e rewritten as
(18)
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Clearly, £c- 1~ X and g= x. Equation (13) becomes
(19)
If the film is thick enough, Zjc t £fl; so equation (19) becomes
(20)
which is just the relation used in fitting the experimental data
(31)
of the crystallisation of a-Ge by Chik and Lxrn.
'+«5 High temperature dependence of the resistance of a-Ge and
a-Si before and during stage 1
From Table 1, it was observed for either Si or Ge that the
activation energy of the .intrinsic-like conduction at high
temperatures( about 200 C) increases with annealing temperature
before stage 1 and decreases in stage i. This cannot be explained
by Davis and Mott's model for the electronic band structure of
amorphous semiconductor( Fig 5)• It is easily seen that the effect
of annealing is to reduce the density of defect centres at K and
the extent of localized states at the band edges but the Fermi level
is still pinned at the centre of the band gap. Therefore, Davis and
Mott's model does net predict any variation in the activation energy
at high temperatures. However, by using Beyer and Stuke's simple
30
model, it is possible to explain tins anomalous behaviour of
the activation energy at different annealing temperatures before
and in stage 1. Thoir model is sfetched in Fig. 25• If Is hased
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on the assumption that two different kinds of defects exist in the
disordered network, namely, point defects and dangling bonds, and
that they are connected with a different energy distribution of the
density of localised states. Both the dangling bond states and the
point defect states can act as either acceptors (A) or donors (D).
The dangling bond states D„ and A0 i1e at lower energy than the
corresponding point defect states D. and• In the absence of any
oxygen the Fermi level is pinned by the overlap of the dangling bond
states A~ and. the point defect states D. (Fig. 25a)• That leads to a
position of Ep below the centre of the gap and hence at high temperature
a-Ge and a-Si can be considered as p-type semiconductors (as expected).
The Fermi level shifts towards the centre of the gap when the dangling
bond states Ap and D„ are diminished by annealing and the saturation
by trapped oxygen( enhanced, upon annealing) (Fig.25b)• Thus the
activation energy E(= E- E_) increases as the annealing temperature
increases. The shift will be a maximum for a-Si at d-50°C and for
a-Ge at 570 C. The conduction mechanism tends to shift from the hole
conduction to electron conduction as Er, shifts towards the centre of
the band gap. Since the point defects are also diminished irreversibly
by annealing, the tendency for this change of conduction mechanism becomes
inactive. The release of GeO and SiO from the respective amorphous
matrix in stage 1 leads to dangling bonds throughout the whole film
and hence Increases the dangling bond states A and Dp. Thus the Fermi
level shifts towards the valence band again (Fig. 25c) and the




Fig. 25 Beyer and Stuke's model for the energy distribution of
density of localized states.: point defect levels:
D2,A2: states due to dangling bonds; E: position of the
Fermi level.
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the high temperature dependence of a-Si film resistance in stage 1
are consistent with the isothermal annealing kinetics of stage 'I.
h 6 Conelusion
The thermal history of the isochronal annealing of a-Si films
above G can be divided into two stages 1 and 2. It was found
that two different isothermal kinetics occur in these two stages.
The isothermal annealing in stage 1 can be described by the first
order kinetics of a thermally activated diffusion process. This
process is characterized by an activation energy of 1.8 eV. It is
probable that the annealing kinetics in stage 1 is due to the
release of SiO( formed upon earlier annealing) from the amorphous
matrix and the subsequent diffusion of SiO through the porous
structure to the surface. The isothermal annealing in stage 2 is
attributed to the recrystallization kineties of a-Si films. The
recrystallisation process can be described by a nucleation and
crystal growth mechanism. Nucleatio n is probably complete after
an incubation period. The subsequent crystal growth is then described
by the rearrangement of silicon atoms at the amorphous-crystalline
interface to fit to the crystalline region. The activation energy
for the latter process is found to be 37 eV. The Physical mechanism
for the 'rearrangement of silicon atoms at the amorphous-crystalline
is still unknown. However, by applying Secger and Chile's model of
amorphous structure to a-Si, it was found that an energy of about
0.9 eV is required for the rearrangement of ten relaxed silicon
atoms at the amorphous-crystalline to fit to the crystalline
region.
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Finally, the measurements on the high temperature dependence
of the film resistance for both a-Si and a-Ge showed that the
activation energy for the intrinsic-like conduction at high
temperature decreases with increasing annealing temperatures in
the respective first annealing stages of a-Si and a-Ge. By assuming
a release of SiO and GeO from the respective amorphous matrix, this
behaviour of the activation energy for the intrinsic-like conduction
can be explained in terms of Beyer and Stuke's simple band model.
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